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L-3 MAPPS announced today that it
participated in the official opening of EDF
Energy’s upgraded Heysham 1 plant
training simulator

MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA,
November 18, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/
-- L-3 MAPPS announced today that it
participated in the official opening of EDF
Energy’s upgraded Heysham 1 plant
training simulator on October 22, 2014 in
Lancashire, United Kingdom (U.K.). The
ceremony was attended by numerous
EDF Energy representatives, including
Mark Gorry, EDF Energy’s Region 1 chief
nuclear officer, and Ian Stewart,
Heysham 1’s station director. L-3 MAPPS
was represented by Michael Chatlani,
vice president of marketing & sales.

“EDF Energy and L-3 MAPPS have
collaborated on numerous simulator
renovation projects for 14 years at four of
our U.K. stations, and in every case, we
achieved extraordinary success,” said
Mark Gorry. “These renovation projects
are key to ensuring that our training
simulators are best-in-class. The
relationship between our two companies
is a model for what good customer-
supplier relationships and the resulting
successes should look like.”

“The upgrade to simulate both reactors
helps my operators train on all different
types of plant operation in a very
representative and realistic environment,”
said Ian Stewart. “I’d like to thank
everyone involved in delivering this
project, which has been a positive and
significant investment in our training
facilities.”

“This latest Heysham 1 simulator upgrade was rolled out in three phases, each of which was
delivered ahead of schedule and on budget,” said Michael Chatlani. “The success of this project was
largely a result of the open communications between the two project teams and their ability to quickly
resolve issues as they arose.”

L-3 MAPPS had previously ported the legacy simulator to a
Windows platform and replaced the thermal-hydraulic and
core neutronics models with L-3’s ANTHEM™ and Comet

http://www.einpresswire.com


Plus™. In the first phase of this latest upgrade, L-3’s previous generation of simulation software
development and maintenance tools was replaced with a subset of L-3’s Orchid® products, including
the Orchid Simulator Executive, Orchid Configuration Manager, Orchid Instructor Station, Orchid
Network Loader, Orchid Modeling Environment and Orchid Graphic Editor. This phase was declared
“Ready For Training” (RFT) in January 2013.

In the second phase, the simulator’s legacy balance of plant and electrical system models were
replaced with higher-fidelity models developed with Orchid Modeling Environment. Phase 2 was RFT
in February 2014.

The third phase involved expanding the legacy simulator to incorporate both Reactor 1 and Reactor 2
control desks, resulting in a fully integrated dual-unit control room simulation environment. The plant
models were modified to support both operator desks and related common services. Phase 3 was
RFT in October 2014.

EDF Energy is one of the U.K.’s largest energy companies and its largest producer of low-carbon
electricity. It is a wholly owned subsidiary of the EDF Group, one of Europe’s largest energy groups.
EDF Energy generates approximately one-fifth of the U.K.’s electricity and employs around 15,000
people. The Heysham 1 Power Station started generation in July 1983 and is made up of two
Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors (AGRs) with electrical output of 1,160 megawatts. The Heysham 1
plant and simulator are located on the northwest coast of England. AGRs are unique to the U.K.

L-3 MAPPS has over 30 years of experience in pioneering technological advances in the marine
automation field and over 40 years of experience in delivering high-fidelity power plant simulation to
leading utilities worldwide. In addition, the company has more than four decades of expertise in
supplying plant computer systems for Canadian heavy water reactors. L-3 MAPPS also provides
targeted controls and simulation solutions to the space sector. To learn more about L-3 MAPPS,
please visit the company’s website at www.L-3com.com/MAPPS.

Headquartered in New York City, L-3 employs approximately 48,000 people worldwide and is a prime
contractor in aerospace systems and national security solutions. L-3 is also a leading provider of a
broad range of communication and electronic systems and products used on military and commercial
platforms. The company reported 2013 (revised) sales of $12.6 billion. To learn more about L-3,
please visit the company’s website at www.L-3com.com.

Safe Harbor Statement Under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995

Except for historical information contained herein, the matters set forth in this news release are
forward-looking statements. Statements that are predictive in nature, that depend upon or refer to
events or conditions or that include words such as “expects,” “anticipates,” “intends,” “plans,”
“believes,” “estimates,” “will,” “could” and similar expressions are forward-looking statements. The
forward-looking statements set forth above involve a number of risks and uncertainties that could
cause actual results to differ materially from any such statement, including the risks and uncertainties
discussed in the company’s Safe Harbor Compliance Statement for Forward-Looking Statements
included in the company’s recent filings, including Forms 10-K and 10-Q, with the Securities and
Exchange Commission. The forward-looking statements speak only as of the date made, and the
company undertakes no obligation to update these forward-looking statements.

# # #

ANTHEM, Comet Plus and Orchid are trademarks of L-3 Communications MAPPS Inc. All other
products are trademarks of their respective companies.
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